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Abstract—Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a new net-
work architecture that separates control plane and data plane.
SDN switch models in the literature primarily use queueing
theory in two distinct categories: (i) single shared buffer for
control plane traffic and data plane traffic, and (ii) buffer with
two priorities to isolate control plane and data plane traffic.
Several research works have independently studied these two
buffer sharing mechanism but do not address the tradeoffs
between these two buffer sharing mechanisms.The evaluation
shows that shared buffer requires approximately up to 85%
higher delays to install the flow table entries in the switch and
up to 82% extra buffer capacity compared with the priority
queueing buffer.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software Defined Networking (SDN) [1] is an emerging
network architecture that decouples network devices’ control
plane from the data plane. The control plane makes decisions
on how packets move from an input port of a switch to an
output port while the data plane executes the decisions from
the control plane and forwards packets to the next hop.

Decoupling the control and data plane presents a challeng-
ing opportunity for research in buffering requirements due
to the different time scales of packet processing and traffic
volume in the data plane and control plane. Packet delays in
a switch is determined by the capacity and service rate of the
output buffers because output buffers in a switch are shared
by all ports. Shared buffer switches are the most cost effective
because multiple input ports share a single output buffer and
reduces the cost and complexity of buffers to individual output
ports in the switch. Alternatively, two separate buffers each
serving the control and data plane separately may be used to
buffer packets.

Naturally, the question of what are the tradeoffs between
the single and separate buffer arises and we present it as SDN
switch design objectives as follows: (i) to decide the buffer
sharing mechanism (for control plane and data plane traffic)
and (ii) to ensure packet losses no more than a desired link
loss rate (incurred in the outgoing link).

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A summary of existing queueing models for an SDN using
a single controller with one switch is shown in Table I.
The second column indicates the modelled buffer sharing
mechanisms, the third column denotes the queueing model

for the switch, the fourth column indicates model is used for
buffer dimensioning in a switch and the final column denotes
the type of analysis. Exact analysis in the context of this paper
refers to models that yield the stationary distributions while
approximation refers to models that require approximation in
the derivations [2].

A. Buffer sharing models

Bufferring in a switch is primarily to absorb temporary traf-
fic fluctuations. The output buffers of the switch is modelled
either as a: (i) single shared queue or (ii) a two-priority queue .
In the shared queue model, packets passing through the control
and data path share a single queue with first in first out (FIFO)
service discipline while in the two-priority queue packets are
queued separately and each queue is served in a FIFO manner
without preemption. In the two-priority queue model, packets
in the control plane are always served with higher priority over
data plane packets but the server does not preempt service of
data plane packets once it has commenced, this is referred to
as service without preemption.

The analytical model in [3] models the switch block as a
shared M/M/1 queue and the controller block represented by
and M/M/1/K queueing system respectively. In this model, the
controller and switch queues are considered to be operating
independently and a fraction of incoming external traffic to
the switch is forwarded to the controller. This independence
assumption together with the infinite buffers preserves the
Markovian property of the individual queues, reduces the
complexity in the resulting queueing network and yields a

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF QUEUEING MODELS FOR CENTRALIZED SDN WITH SINGLE
SWITCH. SSB DENOTES SINGLE SHARED BUFFER, PQ DENOTES PRIORITY

QUEUE, EXA DENOTES EXACT ANALYSIS AND APP DENOTES
APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS.

Model Buffering Switch Dimen- Analysis
SSB PQ model sioning EXA APP

Jarschel [3] M/M/1
Mahmood [4] M/M/1

Miao [5] M/M/1
Miao [6] MMAP
Goto [7] GI/M/1/K

Our analysis GI/M/1/K



model that is amenable to product-form analysis, thus greatly
simplifying analysis [8], [9].

While the shared queue model simplifies analyses, it does
not reflect the realities of the different packet processing time
scales of the data path vs. control path. There is an implicit
assumption in the shared queue model that the traffic on the
control path forwarded by the controller back to the switch is
treated identically to new packets entering the switch. This
is a strong assumption because the control vs. data plane
distinction is not taken into consideration.

The models presented in [7], [10] were the first to use
priority queues and finite capacity to represent switch respec-
tively. The priority queue in these models are non-preemptive
whereby the lower priority queue is serviced when there are no
packets in the higher priority queue. This queue structure more
accurately reflects an OpenFlow switch. However, with the use
of finite capacity queue model for the switch, the queueing
model does not admit a product form queueing solution which
is significantly more difficult to analyze. The tradeoff is clear:
increased model complexity for more accurate representation
of the SDN behavior (compared to [3], [4], [5], [6]).

B. Buffer dimensioning with Queueing models

A key design question for SDN switches is determining
the output buffer size (K) given a desired loss probability.
To answer this design question, the buffers are first assumed
to be an infinite queue, and the queue is truncated at some
finite integer K such that the desired loss probability is
achieved [11], [12].

In an M/M/1 queue, the probability the queue length (L)
exceeds Kmin is given by Pr{L > Kmin} = ρKmin , where
ρKmin is the server utilization at the queue for given Kmin.
Therefore, if PER is the desired loss probability, we require
that (ρKmin) < PER and thus a queue with capacity of at least
Kmin is sufficient to ensure the loss probability is bounded
below PER. The value of Kmin is calculated as

Kmin ≥
log[PER]

log[ρKmin ]
. (1)

where PER = 1− (1−BER)N and N is the number of bits
in the packet.

III. SDN SWITCH DESIGN GUIDELINES THROUGH
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

We define two queueing models to study the effect of buffer
sharing. These models called Model SE and Model SPE are
based on different queue structures in the switch. In Models SE
and SPE, “S” refers to the switch with software data plane, “E”
refers to the encapsulation method in switch where packets are
encapsulated and forwarded to the controller, and “P” refers to
the priority queue in data plane. The term software data plane
makes it explicit that the switch runs forwarding software (e.g.
OpenVswitch, Lagopus or DPDK) on CPU (central processing
unit) rather than hardware mircocoded forwarding engines,
thus a single server model is appropriate. Model SE uses a
single queue for the control path and data path [3], [4], while

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Finite capacity switch denoted by GI/M/1/K for (a) Shared Buffer
(represented as SE), (b) Priority Queueing Buffer (represented as SPE).

Model SPE uses priority queues as in [7], [5], [6]. For brevity,
we denote Model SE as SE and Model SPE as SPE.

By comparing SE and SPE, we answer two switch design
questions we alluded to earlier in Section I:

• SE vs. SPE: Under what conditions, shared buffer queue
structure (as in SE) can be used instead of priority buffer
queues (as in SPE).

• Buffer dimensioning: Compare the minimum required
buffer space, K, between SE and SPE given a desired loss
probability (e.g. dictated by outgoing link on switch).

Throughout this paper, we assume that the controller has
an infinite capacity queue. The external arrival at the switch
is assumed to be Poisson and is denoted by λ1, the service
rate of the switch is denoted by µs, and the service rate of
the controller is denoted by µc. If an incoming data packet
has no matching FTE or table miss, the packet is sent to the
controller, and this occurs with probability referred as table
miss probability represented as β.

A. Model SE

Model SE uses a single queue for the switch shared between
packets traversing the control plane and data path. Figure 1a
shows SE with a finite capacity queue at switch and the
nett traffic entering the switch is a sum of external traffic
and feedback dependent on the controller (thus depicted as
a single arrow). As such, the queue in the switch is denoted
as GI/M/1/K to represent independent arrivals with general
distribution [13]. Such models have been separately analyzed
in [3] and [4].

B. Model SPE

Fig. 1b shows the model that uses priority queues for
the switch with finite capacity. The priority queues provides
isolation between the packets arriving from the controller and
external packets arriving at the switch. In this model, non-
preemptive priority queues are used in which lower priority
queue are serviced when there are no packets in the higher
priority queue. The two priority classes proposed in [7] reflect
the realities of the control and data plane packets, these
priorities are called Class CS (controller to switch), and Class
ES (external to controller) to indicate the different packet
processing paths.



Class ES represents the class for external data packet arrival
to the switch. If the external data packet has no matching
entry in the switch, the packet is sent to the controller, and
this occurs with probability β. Class CS represents the class
for packets fed back to the switch from the controller and
must be forwarded out to the destination. Packets in the ES
already have a forwarding rule installed in the switch and are
assigned to a lower priority with respect to Class CS packets.
Both Class CS and Class ES queues shares service rate µs.

C. Buffer Dimensioning: SE vs. SPE

For the buffer dimensioning problem in model SE, we
assume that the switch queue is M/M/1 (see Section II-B).
The minimum capacity for the switch in SE is denoted by
(Kmin)SE and is calculated using Eq. (1) as:

(Kmin)SE ≥
log[PER]

log[ρs]
, (2)

where ρs is the server utilization at the switch defined as ρs =
(1 + β)λ1/µs.

Likewise, for the buffer dimensioning of SPE, the switch
queues are assumed to be M/M/1 and the PER is fixed.
The minimum queue capacities for Class CS and Class ES
of the switch in SPE are denoted as (K1min) and (K2min)
respectively and can be calculated using Eq. (1) as:
(K1min) ≥ log[PER]

log[ρcs]
and (K2min) ≥ log[PER]

log[ρes]
,

where ρcs and ρes are the server utilization at the Class CS
and Class ES of the switch respectively, given by: ρcs = βλ1

µs

and ρes = λ1

µs
. Therefore, the minimum total queue capacity

of switch in SPE is the sum of minimum queue capacity for
Class CS and Class ES:

(Kmin)SPE = (K1min) + (K2min). (3)

IV. RESULTS

The parameters used for numerical evaluation is shown in
Table II. From Table II, the table miss probability β is varied
from 0.1 to 1, the switch processing rate (µs) is assumed to be
1000 packets/sec. The external arrival rate (λ1) is assumed to
be 120 or 240 or 480 packets/sec and we assume an Ethernet
network for which the (BER) is assumed to be 10−12. Along
with the analytical results, we show the simulation results
obtained through discrete event simulation of the SE and SPE
queueing network. The simulations are repeated thirty times
and the 95% confidence intervals (CI) are computed on the
basis that the errors are normally distributed.

TABLE II
PARAMETER USED FOR NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Parameter Value
Table miss probability, β 0.1∼1

Switch processing rate, µs (packets/sec) 1000
Controller to Switch Processing Ratio, mr 0.1∼2

Arrival rate, λ1 (packets/sec) 120, 240, 480
Bit Error Rate, (BER) 10−12

MTU TCP packet size (byte) 1500

Note that the switch processing rate is assumed to be
constant and controller processing rate is determined by con-
troller to switch processing ratio (i.e. mr = µc/µs). Also, we
introduce the term “saturated switch” to refer to the nett traffic
arrivals to the switch is approximately 60% of switch service
rate (i.e. 0.6× µs).

A. Switch design considerations

Recall from Section III that the analysis in this paper
answers two design questions by comparing SE and SPE. We
use two measures to compare the performance of SE and SPE
namely the relative minimum capacity and relative time to
install FTE.

B. Relative Average Time to install FTE

In this section, we compare the average time to install flow
table entries between SE (denoted by tSE) and SPE (denoted
by tSPE). In this comparison, we are investigating the effects
of priority queueing in the switch.

The relative time difference (denoted by εt) to install FTE
in the switch between SE and SPE (both with finite capacity)
is calculated as:

εt =
(tSE − tSPE)

tSE
× 100%.

A positive value means SPE has lower average time to install
flow table entries compared to SE.

Fig. 2 shows the relative average time to install flow table
entries in switch between SE and SPE for increasing β and for
µs of 1000 packets/sec. From Fig. 2, we can observe that SPE
exhibits up to 85% reduction in average time to install flow
table entries compared to SE for increasing β. The separate
high priority queue for control traffic prioritizes control traffic
and reduces the waiting time of control packets compared to
SE where the control traffic shares the buffer with data traffic.

Moreover, simulation results are in good agreement with the
analytical predictions. The difference between simulation and
analytical predictions in Fig. 2 is between 1.3% – 2.5% , with
results for λ1 = 120 typically exhibiting the highest error of
up to 2.5%. As mr increases from 0.5 to 2, the relative time
to install flow table entries in SPE decreases, especially for
higher β as seen in Fig. 2.

Overall, a switch buffer designed with priority queueing
significantly reduces the average time to install flow table
entries compared to a switch designed with a single shared
queue. This answers the second switch design question posed
in Section III.

C. Relative Minimum Capacity

Denote the relative minimum queue capacity of switch
between SE and SPE as εK , and define εK as

εK =
(Kmin)SE − (Kmin)SPE

(Kmin)SE
× 100%,

where (Kmin)SE is given in Eq. (2) and (Kmin)SPE is given
in Eq.(3). The relative minimum queue capacity reflects the
percentage difference in minimum queue space to achieve
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Fig. 2. Relative time to install FTE between SE and SPE i.e. εt for increasing β : (a) mr = 0.5; (b) mr = 1.0; (c) mr = 2.0. CI =[0.8%− 1.7%]

Fig. 3. Relative Minimum Switch Capacity (Kmin) between SE and SPE
i.e. εK for µs = 1000 pkts/sec and increasing β.

the desired loss probability. Fig. 3 shows the εK curves for
increasing β. A negative value of εK means SPE requires more
capacity than SE, while a positive value implies the opposite.

For a given loss probability, SE requires approximately up to
80% of more capacity than SPE. This observation is due to the
increased control traffic with β which requires a larger buffer
to achieve the desired loss probability. In brief, adopting a
priority queue for better isolation between Class ES and Class
CS traffic requires smaller switch queue capacity in a saturated
switch, and conversely requires a larger switch queue capacity
for unsaturated switches. This conclusion helps answer the first
switch design question posed in Section III.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, we compared the shared buffer model (SE)
and priority queueing buffer model (SPE) and answered three
key switch design questions in SDN, viz. buffer dimensioning,
selection of priority or non-priority queue, and controller
server capacity. Our ongoing and future work will continue to
develop new analytical models for analyzing the performance
of software-based as well as hardware-based SDN switches
and provide guidelines for future switch design.
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